MATERIALS NEEDED

AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT - ¾ yard or 25 ½” x 19” piece for background and 5” x 9 ½” piece from dark section for moose 1 through 4
AYC 15467-73 LAKE – 1/3 yard or 12” x 21” for aurora A1 through A4
AYC 15474-69 MIDNIGHT – ¼ yard or 9” x 17” for trees A through G
AYC 15465-206 SUNSET – ¾ yard (for best color) for mountains B1, B2, B9, B10, B13 and B14; hillsides B16 and B17; snow B4 through B7, B11 and B12
AYC 15465-277 WINTER – 1/8 yard or 4 ½” x 8” from white section for snow B3, B8-A, B8-B, B8-C and B15
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 5/8 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 7/8 yard for backing
MATERIALS NEEDED

(1st Edition)

AYC 15465-183 PEWTER – 1/3 yard or 12” x 25 ½” piece for background
AYC 15465-172 COCOA – 1/8 yard or 4 ½” x 21” piece for cub 1 through 4, 10, 12 through 14, 16 through 18, 20, 21, 23 and 24
AYC 15465-253 BOYSEN BERRY – 1/8 yard or 4 ½” x 12” piece from bright pink section for flowers A2 through A6, B2 through B7 and C2 through C6
AYC 15465-336 FOG – 1/8 yard or 2” x 3” piece from dark section for paws 5 through 9, 11 and 25 through 29; eye 19; nose 22; inner ear 15
AYC 15469-253 BOYSEN BERRY – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” from dark section for butterfly bodies A3, B3, C3 and D3
AYC 15465-47 GRASS – 1/8 yard or 4” x 17” piece for flower stems A1, B1 and C1
AYC 15467-24 PLUM – 1/4 yard or 8” x wof for foliage A, B, C and D; butterfly underwings A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1 and D2
AYC 15470-208 DAWN – 1/8 yard or 3” x 4” piece for butterfly wing fronts A1, A2, C1 and C2
AYC 15470-59 OCEAN – 1/8 yard or 2” x 5” piece for butterfly wing fronts B1, B2, D1 and D2
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSEN BERRY – 5/8 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 2/3 yard for backing
MATERIALS NEEDED

AYC 15465-277 WINTER – 1/3 yard or 12” x 29 ½” piece for background and 2” x 2” piece from white section for bird cheeks A9 and B13
AYC 15465-16 BROWN – 1/4 yard or 9” x 15” piece from dark section for branches 1 through 4
AYC 15465-172 COCOA – 1/8 yard or 3” x 3” piece from light section for bird bellies A5 and B8
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard or 2” x 3” piece from darkest section for bird heads A8 and B12
AYC 15470-14 NATURAL – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” piece for bird wing B10
AYC 15471-184 CHARCOAL – 1/8 yard or 4” x 6” piece for bird wings A5, A6, A7, B7, B9; tails A4, B1 through B6; beaks A10, B14; eyes A11, B15; feet A1, A2 and B11
AYC 15576-169 EARTH – 1/8 yard or 4” x 18” piece for leaves A through X
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 5/8 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 5/8 yard for backing
AYC 15465-78 PEACOCK - 3/4 yard for best color for background and cliff/rocks A2, A3, A4, A17, A20 and A21
AYC 15465-64 AZURE - 1/4 yard or 8" x 16" piece from medium to light section for cliff A1
AYC 15465-16 BROWN – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” piece from dark section for cabin door 3; shutters 7 and 8; outhouse moon D
AYC 15465-224 EVERGREEN – 1/8 yard or 3” x 21” piece for grassy hillsides 1 through 4
AYC 15465-277 WINTER – 1/8 yard or 4” x 21” piece for moon; rocks A5, A6, A7, A10, A11, A14, A15, A18, A19, A22, A25, A26, A27, A28, A31, A32, A34, A35, A36; chimney smoke 10
AYC 15466-73 LAKE – 1/4 yard or 8” x wof (for best color) for trees A through F, H through M, O; cabin windows 4 and 6
AYC 15470-4 BLUE – 1/8 yard or 4” x 9” piece for rocks A8, A9, A12, A13, A23, A24, A29, A30
AYC 15470-59 OCEAN – 3/8 yard or 13 ½” x 8” for rock A16; waterfall 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11 and 12
AYC 15471-222 REDWOOD – 1/8 yard or 3” x 3” piece for cabin roof 1 and 9; outhouse roof A and E
AYC 15472-14 NATURAL – 1/8 yard or 3” x 4” piece for cabin walls 2 and 5; outhouse walls B and C
AYC 15472-245 MIST – 1/8 yard or 4” x 24” piece for waterfall 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13 and 14
AYC 15473-89 OPAL – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” piece for cabin chimney 11
AYC 15474-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard or 4 ½” x 20” piece for trees G and N
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 5/8 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 3/4 yard for backing
MATERIALS NEEDED
(1st Edition)
AYC 15466-300 STORM – 1/2 yard or 18” x 24 ½” for background
AYC 15465-160 TAUPE – 1/8 yard or 3” x 21” piece for deer A1 through A13 and B1 through B8
AYC 15469-40 EMERALD – 1/8 yard or 4 ½” x 9” piece for tree 4
AYC 15470-14 NATURAL – 1/8 yard or 3” x 7” piece for deer reflections 1 and 2
AYC 15473-40 EMERALD – 1/8 yard or 3 ½” x 8” piece for foliage 3
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 5/8 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 7/8 yard for backing

Please see final pattern page for full Aurora Ridge border quilting instructions and materials needed.
MATERIALS NEEDED
(1st Edition)
AYC 15465-183 PEWTER – 1/2 yard or 17” x wof (for best color) for background; shadows 1, 2, 3; dragonfly body 3; lily pads A, B, C, H, I and L
AYC 15465-224 EVERGREEN – 1/4 yard or 7” x 21” piece for reeds A, B; lily pads D1, E through G, J, K1 and M1
AYC 15466-73 LAKE – 1/8 yard or 2” x 6” from white section for lily flowers D2, D3, K2, K3, M2 and M3
AYC 15467-24 PLUM – 1/8 yard or 2” x 6” piece from dark blue section for dragonfly wings 1, 2; dragonfly backside wings 1A, 2A; heron eyes A11, B10
AYC 15470-4 BLUE – 1/4 yard or 4” x 9” piece for heron bodies A2, B2; eye piece A6 and B5
AYC 15470-59 OCEAN – 1/8 yard or 3” x 14” piece (for best color) for heron wings A3, A4, A5, B3, B4; head feathers A9, B6
AYC 15471-157 RAFFIA – 1/8 yard or 3” x 5” piece for heron legs A1, B1; beaks A7, A8, B7, B8; eyes A10, B9
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 1/2 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 3/4 yard for backing
MATERIALS NEEDED

AYC 15466-208 DAWN – 1/2 yard or 17” x 14 ½” piece for background
AYC 15465-172 COCOA – 1/3 yard or 11” x wof (for best color) for mama bear and cub A1, A2, A8, A9, A15, A17 through A20, A22, A24, A26, A28 through A31 and A34
AYC 15465-253 BOYSENBERRY - 1/8 yard or 4" x 6" piece from medium pink section for flowers 2 through 7
AYC 15465-336 FOG – 1/8 yard or 3” x 3” piece from dark section for bear paws A3 through A7, A10 through A14; eyes A23, A25, A32; noses A27, A35; inner ears A16 and A21
AYC 15465-47 GRASS – 1/4 yard or 6 ½” x wof (for best color) for foreground A, B; flower stem 1
AYC 15467-24 PLUM – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” piece for butterfly front wings B1 and B2
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” piece from dark section for butterfly bodies A3 and B3
AYC 15470-208 DAWN – 1/8 yard or 2” x 2” piece for butterfly front wings A1 and A2
AYC 15470-59 OCEAN – 1/8 yard or 3” x 2” piece for butterfly back wings A1, A2, B1 and B2
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 1/2 yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE –3/4 yard for backing
**MATERIALS NEEDED**

(1st Edition)

AYC 15466-73 LAKE – 1 yard or 32 ½” x 25” piece (for best color) for background sky; rocks A through O

AYC 15465-253 BOYSENBERRY – 1/8 yard or 2” x 5” piece for fish D8 and D11

AYC 15470-14 NATURAL – 1/8 yard or 1” x 5” piece for fisherman 1; pole 5; fly wings 3 and 5

AYC 15470-59 OCEAN – 1 yard or 32 ½” x 10” for background water; waves 1 through 6; splashes 7 through 10 and fisherman splash 9

AYC 15472-14 NATURAL – 1/4 yard 7” x 9” piece from dark spotted part for fish A8, A12, B1 through B5, B7, B8, B9, B11, B15, C1 through C4, C7, C8 and C12

AYC 15472-150 SALMON – 1/8 yard or 1” x 5” piece from dark spotted section for fish A9

AYC 15472-153 SAND – 1/4 yard or 7” x 6” piece from light wavy print section for fish A1 through A7, A10, A11, A13, A14, A16, B6, B10, B12, B13, C5, C6, C9, C10, C11, C13, C14 and C16

AYC 15472-245 MIST – 1/4 yard or 6” x 14” piece that includes dark spotted and light wavy print sections for fish D1 through D7, D9, D10, D12 through D16 and D18

AYC 15576-169 EARTH – 1/8 yard or 2” x 4” piece for fisherman 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8; fly 1, 2, 4; fish pupils A15, B14, C15 and D17

AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – 1/8 yard for inner border

AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 5/8 yard for outer border and binding

AYC 15474-274 PINE – 2/3 yard for backing
AYC 15467-24 PLUM – 1/8 yard or 3” x 6” piece for butterfly wing fronts A1, A2, B1, B2, E1, E2, F1, F2, H1 and H2
AYC 15470-208 DAWN – 1/8 yard or 2” x 6” piece for butterfly wing fronts C1, C2, D1, D2, G1 and G2
AYC 15470-59 OCEAN – 1/8 yard or 4” x 7” piece for butterfly wing backs A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2, E1, E2, F1, F2, G1, G2, H1 and H2
AYC 15469-BOYSENBERRY – 1/8 yard or 2” x 3” piece from dark section for butterfly bodies A3, B3, C3, D3, E3, F3, G3 and H3
AYC 15465-69 MIDNIGHT – ¼ yard for inner borders
AYC 15469-253 BOYSENBERRY – 1 ¼ yard for outer border and binding
AYC 15474-274 PINE – 3 5/8 yard for backing